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Crowd-sensing systems have gained considerable interests and adoption in recent 
years. However, most existing crowd-sensing systems rely on central servers, which 
are subject to low reliability due to the traditional centralized architecture and high 
service fee. 

Motivated by constructing a crowd-sensing system with security and low service 
fee, we propose a blockchain-based crowd-sensing system (BCS), which replaces 
traditional triangle architecture by decentralized blockchain system. 

Also, in order to accelerate the formation of the fabric of trust, BCS implements 
applications of smart contracts to reward sensing-task workers, which offers reliable 
anonymity in the meantime. By leveraging blockchain technology, BCS has good 
performance in privacy protection and system robustness.

Abstract

Financial Efficiency. It's obvious that the minimum cost of requesters for each data 
largely depends on the cost of transaction fee workers need to pay. In this section, 
using the WiFi-sensing task as an instance, we count the average cost of transaction 
fees workers need to pay by lauching experiments of the participation of 1000 
workers. The result shows each worker need to pay 0.00052 ETH on average. We 
use the exchange rate between USD and ETH on 04/11/2018 to roughly estimate 
the value of 0.00052 ETH as 0.217 USD, which means that requesters need to pay 
each WiFi-sensing data for at least 0.217 USD.

This value might be too high for a simple WiFi-sensing task. However, when the data 
the requester attempts to collect are sensitive and require high anonymity (e.g., 
personal income, medical history), this price might be totally acceptable.

Introduction

Blockchain-based Crowd-sensing System. Different from the traditional 
architecture, in the blockchain-based decentralized system, there is no centralized 
platform in crowd-sensing process. Instead, by leveraging blockchain technique, the 
crowd-sensing process is managed by a decentralized system, which is shown in 
Figure 1. From it, we know that BCS consists of five groups of roles: Requesters, 
Workers, Miners, Blockchain, Communication Platform.

More specifically, requesters create smart contracts by setting requirements for 
sensing data and store a certain amount of deposits for determining the rewards. 
After that, once workers are attracted by the rewards as well as their data are 
substantiated by miners, they can get rewards stored in the smart contract protocol 
right away. That is to say once they get works done, they can receive valuable 
rewards. Therefore, the reputation of this system can be quickly built, and the 
enthusiasm of both miners and workers can be aroused.

Detailed Implementation of Smart Contract. After learning about the architecture
and crowd-sensing process of BCS, in this section, we use a specific case (i.e., WiFi-

Design and Implement Privacy Security. For the sake of properties of blockchain, we can guarantee privacy 
by allowing users to register without true identity and storing encrypted sensory 
data in the distributed database.

System Security. Because of decentralized architecture of blockchain, BCS does not 
depend on any central third-party, there is no single point of failure issue. Also, 
workers actually need to make security deposits, i.e., pay transaction fees to 
miners, before participation in crowd-sensing task, which efficiently prevents 
various attacks (e.g. DDoS, Sybil and 'false-reporting' attacks [3]).

We propose a blockchain-based crowd-sensing system (BCS) to make up for the 
paucity of traditional crowd-sensing systems with security and low service fee in 
this paper. Since we are still in the early stage of blockchain technology, this project 
will be of importance to research in distributed systems by providing a concrete 
blockchain-based solution for a known scientific problem, i.e., crowd-sensing 
management.

Conclusions

Cost of getTask() Cost of commitTask() Data Size Avg. Total Cost

0.00011 ETH 0.00041 ETH 97.8 bytes 0.00052 ETH

As we know, the traditional centralized architecture of crowd-sensing systems may 
lead to privacy leakage and single point of failure [4]. They are also vulnerable to 
distributed denial of service (DDoS) and Sybil attacks due to malicious users’ 
involvement [2]. In addition, high service fee charged by the crowd-sensing 
platform which has monopolized the market may stem the development of crowd-
sensing. So how to address these potential issues remains to be an open problem.

There have been several studies to deal with part of the aforementioned open 
problem [1], [5], [6], while the majority of these researches are built on the 
traditional triangular structure crowd-sensing models, which suffer from breakdown 
of trust. With the emergence of blockchain and its multiple applications, solving all 
of the above issues in crowd-sensing systems becomes possible. However, in the 
context of blockchain applications, current prevalent blockchain-based systems 
always issue virtual currencies to incentivize miners which is hard to format the 
fabric of trust.

To tackle above challenges, we propose a blockchain-based decentralized crowd-
sensing system (BCS), in order to alleviate privacy leakage and reduce the charge of 
the central platform. The service fee charged by platform can be used more 
efficiently, as it now is all paid to sensing-task workers and blockchain miners 
instead of central crowd-sensing platforms. Since the methods of getting rewards 
are substantiated by published smart contract, both requesters and workers can 
trust the immutable codes from published smart contract as a credible 
administrator. Therefore, BCS can also quickly establish the fabric of trust among 
users.

Experiments and Analysis

Table 1. The average cost of transaction fees workers need to pay.

Figure 1. The architecture and crowd-sensing process of BCS. Figure 2. The crowd-sensing process of BCS after adding smart contracts.
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sensing task) to show how it works. Figure 2 shows that the structure of BCS after 
adding a specific smart contract.

In Figure 2, we illustrate the detailed process of the system. The number indicates 
the order of the operation in a certain crowd-sensing task, where operation 3* 
means this operation can be processed concurrently with operation 3, and 
operation x means this operation can be undertaken in any time after operation 2. 
Moreover, the solid lines in Figure 2 stand for operations being necessarily done in a 
certain task, while the dashed lines indicate these operations might not be 
executed.

For the example of WiFi-sensing task, requesters publish the smart contract and 
initiate rules of the WiFi-sensing task, and workers can choose whether to receive 
this task depends on how attractive of its rewards.


